
LADBROKE CHURCH REPAIRS

HOW TO REBUILD A BUTTRESS
(June 2021)

The stonemasons have been working away hard on the first of the two buttresses at the 
east end of church.  It only took a couple of days to remove the old one as the stone was 
very weak and barely attached to the wall.  Rebuilding is of a course a longer job taking a 
month or so. The rectangular blocks have been cut by machine but all those with angles 
are hand carved at Boden & Ward’s workshop in Flore.

Here are two pictures which explain some of the complexities on site.

From above you can see the hollow centre which is filled with pieces of stone and lime 
mortar. At the level of this picture the pieces are fist-sized, lower down the gap was wider 
and larger stones were used. The old buttresses were hollow too and at our archeology 
day in July you will be able to see interesting stones found when they were dismantled.  

The diagonal parts you can see in the picture are clamps strengthening the joints,  Once 
the stones at a particular level are in place a slot is cut into the upper surface across each 
joint and a stainless steel clamp inserted.  

Mid level -  viewed from above



The next level is too narrow for a hollow centre, here is its first stone being laid..  You can 
see how it goes into the east wall, the inner edge is raised very slightly for mortaring using 
a cold chisel and one of many, many checks that it is correctly aligned.  This buttress is 
complicated  - not only does it meet two walls at the corner but it has intersecting gables 
each of which has a smooth inner join but is stepped on the outside. 

Mid level – next stone being added

Once again, we would like to thank Lottery players for their support for this project and 
hope that they will come and admire the repairs when finished and the scaffolding is gone. 
Fingered crossed this will be by the end of the summer but of course, like the Forth Bridge,
once the current work is finished there will be more to do on other parts of our lovely 700 
year old church.



OUT WITH THE OLD AND WITH THE NEW 
(November 2020)

This time,  we take a look at the stone that surrounds the glazing as our contractors have 
been replacing the mullions and cills (yes that is the correct spelling!) of the high level 
chancel windows.  

Small sections ad been replaced before but most was in very poor condition, mind you it 
had been there for over 500 years!  Just take a look at the video on Ladbroke Heritage 
Facebook page to see pieces so fragile they were easily snapped in two using bare hands!

The new stone for these windows is Darney, 
a type of sandstone quarried near Hexham, 
in Northumberland.  Blocks were supplied to
our stonemasons who then cut these to the
right dimensions. 

Some cills had a raised part to give a horizontal 
surface for the mullion to sit on.  .   



The masons removed the failing stonework, carefully propping up the stone above the 
window.  

Mullions need extra strength against 
sideways forces such as the wind. 
Centuries ago when windows were 
originally built,  there was probably a pebble
inserted into depressions in the two contact 
surfaces. 

Nowadays masons use stainless steel rods,
called pins.  To put a pin down into the cill 
and up into the lintel above when sliding a 
stone in sideways the hole in the upper 
stone was drilled deeper than the final 
position and the pin pushed right in, then 
when the stones were lined up the pin 
partially fell into the hole in stone below.  

Once the mortar is set the excess raised 
stone on the cill can be chiselled off to give 
a flush finish with the mullion.

(The black protector is just temporary, to 
prevent damage by the cords holding plastic
covers until the glass returns.)

.



GOOD FOR HUNDREDS MORE YEARS
(September 2020)

Repairs to Ladbroke church tower continue. For a few sunny days in September the tower
parapet was the focus of attention.

Look up to the top of the tower walls at Ladbroke church and you can see decorative
battlements. Some of the coping stones had been replaced in previous renovations,
others were in a badly eroded state.

A sample of a good piece was removed and
used as a template for new sections.

Away from its neighbours you could see the
stone itself is much paler than the lichens
coating its exposed surfaces and also that
adjacent stones are held together with a steel
rod as well as mortar. This pinning provides the
extra strength needed for a small joint buffeted
by high winds.

New coping stones were cut from blocks of
Kirkwood York, and then hand carved to shape
at the stonemason’s workshop near Flore and
brought to Ladbroke.



They were winched 60 feet up to the top of the
scaffold

and then pinned and mortared into place.

The shape of the copings has
been restored but the colour will
take much longer as lichens are
slow to grow.

Bryn the senior stonemason said, “I’ll guarantee these for a hundred years”, but they
should last for many more – a gift from ours to future generations


